I can't quite remember the genesis of the idea of the toy. Certainly
George Griffin’s animation work has had a big influence, especially a little
untitled flipbook he made of a face doing many things is probably still
worming around my unconscious. (http://www.geogrif.com/books.html) My
interest in metamorphic toys, in which you can change parts of bodies or
faces is ongoing and my work in reproducing the 1925 toy “Ole Million Face”
has had it’s own influence on me. My friendship with the model of the
pictures, Leon Holster, goes back over 30 years, since my college days in
Yellow Springs Ohio, where he has been a long-time resident. He has been
an actor all his life, part-professional but mostly, in the true nature of the
word "amateur", for the love of it. Acting is in his genes, and in some sense
you could say that he spends each day creating a role for himself in that thing
we call "life". So, in essence, this project was built around him and his
oversized personality, his natural larger than life expressiveness and
“hamminess” and I wouldn't have been able to do it without him.
On the other hand, he almost quit the second day of shooting. He had
somewhat begrudgingly agreed to do it, casting a skeptical eye at getting
involved in something like this that would put him in the public eye, an ironic
attitude for an actor but understandable since I wasn't quite sure what I
wanted to do at that point. All I knew was that I wanted to document him. And
what I came up with was the idea of getting him to pose under some hot
floodlights and make faces.
When I arrived in town, after driving 850 miles, I realized I forgot to bring
a "green screen" which is, as the name suggests, a bright green piece of
cloth that is colored in a way that is unlike most natural objects and makes
it very easy then to cut out the background and put in its place whatever new
background you might want. (I knew I wanted either white or a color.) So, now
what to do? In haste, I arranged to use the movie theater owned by a friend
there, thinking the white movie screen would be sufficient to provide at least
as a solid color background. This was wrong. I learned that a movie screen,
at least this one, has thousands of tiny holes in it, apparently to keep it from
fluttering in the breeze that can be caused by everyone in the audience
laughing at the same time. And more than that, with the barely sufficient

lighting I had, the screen never photographed as a perfect white, but rather
blended in perfectly and threateningly with Leon's greyish white hair. It
portended alot of work to remove the background,
But I had no choice at that point.Then was not the time to worry. I had
a recalcitrant model on my hand (read: no pay other than dinner at a
restaurant) and had to just start shooting. In the name of "neutrality" I
decided to photograph him shirtless. This "artistic decision" ultimately led to
added work for me which will be described later. As soon as I turned on the
lights and got a good look at him I said "Uh oh, you need to shave." So I ran
to the pharmacy down the street, bought shaving cream and razors and had
him shave in the theater restroom. Soon into the photo shoot he started
complaining about the heat. So we had to take breaks every 10 minutes or so.
I grew increasingly nervous. It was a very narrow stage. At one point,
focussing on him and setting up a proper shot, I fell off and sprained my
shoulder. But no mind, the photo shoot had to go on. In consideration of
Leon's "emotional health" (read: his kvetching) I felt that I had only this one
time to do everything that I wanted.
But complaints aside, he was truly remarkable. If I said "Laugh!" he
would burst out in real childlike laughter. "Cry!" and the saddest face would
appear. "Surprise" and instantly he was shocked at who knows what. It was
uncanny and a bit unnerving, as if I were in control of his emotions, like a
puppeteer at work.
Somehow, on that first session of around 6 hours work I shot 587
images of a myriad of facial expressions. And it was a good thing too
because Leon refused to do any more work after that, even when I pleaded for
a bit more the next day. But really they were complete as could be expected,
and I wasn't out necessarily to produce a scientific depository of emotions.
Armed with these images, in RAW format, I let them sit for quite awhile,
a treasure I didn't want to touch right away for fear of ruining them. I did start
to choose, soon after shooting the pictures, what images were useful and
which were obvious to discard. Although by this time I developed a vague
idea of making the images into a set of cards that could be sorted however
one wished, instead of choosing some to bind into one final flipbook
sequence. I had no idea of the amount of images I would use for this. So, bit
by bit, image by image, without any particular set of rules I repeatedly went
through them and think "Oooh, I like that one" or "I need some crying faces"
or "I love that expression, but his mouth is out of focus"...until I had chosen
255 images out of the original 587. Again not so much a final number as
simply a set of pictures I felt I could use.
I then needed to color correct each one. When shooting in the RAW

format, you have a wide latitude to work with. I barely understand it myself,
but you can choose things like exposure and contrast and white balance (as
if to say I shot this picture under daylight, or floodlight, or flourescent light
whether or not you actually had shot the picture under any of those particular
lighting conditions). So I did that for all 255 images to produce as even range
of color tone throughout all 255 images. That was wishful thinking though.
Since I didn't do it all in one sitting, and of course thinking I'd simply
remember the settings, I didn't write down or save the settings I was using
and of course forgot them from session to session. I ended up with images
of different tone and brightness. Silly me.

Here are samples of the original images, unedited.
But that was only the beginning omen of alot of work ahead of me. Once
I learned of how his hair and the movie screen almost evenly matched in
color and brightness value, I knew I had a long arduous task ahead of me to
try and separate one from the other. The first thing I did was to buy a
"masking" software, which like all such programs, advertised how it can
separate strands of hair from backgrounds. Yes, it could if the background
were something like a bright blue sky, but when it was a greyish white movie
screen with darker greyish dots (all the holes) behind strands of greyish
white hair, the program was challenged as equally as a human would be in
simply trying to erase the screen pixel by pixel, hair by hair. It simply didn't
work. And it will remain unrecommended, but not nameless: OnOne's
MaskPro.
So I started asking the question on Adobe's online forum for Photoshop.
And in a very short time I had a few different responses which solved the
problem (if not lessening the amount of work). The actual set of techniques
will probably not be of much interest. Suffice to say the procedure ended up
taking at least a half hour per photograph, some much more simply due to the
vagaries of the lighting or the head position. At first I wanted every single hair

he had (since he didn't have all that much to begin with) but I had to realize
that the hair was not the central idea of the images, and as long as it looked
realistic, some hair was enough hair. This small aesthetic decision alone
probably saved me many tens of hours worth of work without harming the
overall effect and idea.

Before masking

After masking

In the end, this step of removing the background alone involved around
125 to 200 hours of work (figuring a rough average of 1/2 to 3/4 hour per
image x 255 images). Although this amounts to around a month's work of an
average type of work week, the work was actually done off and on over just
over a year, doing as much as I could stand over a period of a few days or a
week here and there. The images were saved as Photoshop PSD files as faces
with transparent backgrounds.

Even though the photos were shot with the camera on a tripod, there
was alot of movement of the models head, and of course my knocking into
the tripod such as when I fell off the stage didn't help too much. So I had to
get the faces in register with each other, which means placing them
horizontally and vertically in similar position. Also if any were too large or
small, to reduce or enlarge them to match. I did this by making one

Photoshop PSD file with 255 layers. To make the total size of the file
manageable, I reduced all the images by around 60%. Then, using the first
image (of the model looking straight into the camera without expression) as
a template, I nudged and resized all the others so that when "flipping"
through the layers, the images would animate without jumping around any
distracting way. This took longer than I first realized, averaging around 10 to
15 minutes per image (conservatively adding another 60 hours).
An example of registering one image on top of another:

Image #1 used for
all positions of
other images

Another image out
of register

Second image
visible on “top” of
Image #1

Second image
“moved” down in
register so that
eyes are in similar
position to Image
#1

Final position of the
other image

Then I wanted to sort the images into groups of expressions. All the
happy faces together. All the sad expression together. All the angry faces.
Etcetera. Have you ever sorted 255 facial expression? Or 255 anything? It's
very difficult to remember where you have all the "angry faces" or decide "Is
this perplexed or surprised?" (Add another 8 hours or so)

Some happy Leons

Some unhappy Leons

Now I had to nudge and resize the actual large images. Remember the
PSD file I registered and sorted were all reduced 60%. I realized much to my
chagrin, that I didn't name the layers to match the name/numbers of the files.
I had just left them as Layer 1, Layer 2, Layer 3, etc. So, for example, now I
had to dig through all the pictures to find the one that match Layer 47. To help
with this a little bit, I sorted the large images into groups: Eyes closed,
Happy, Sad, Surprised/Fear/Anger. So now at least when I came to a layer of
an image in one of 5 categories, I had at least narrowed my choices. I then
copied whatever layer I was working on, enlarged it back to the original size,
and made that Layer 1. And then on a Layer 2, on top of that, the original (the
PSD of the face with transparent background). I could then enlarge or
reduced this to match, remove Layer 1. And voila, I now have an image in
register. I did this for all 255 images. Average time was about 15 minutes per
image (15 x 255 = about 65 hours)
If you're not keeping track, we're up to around 639 hours, which I shall
round up to 640 if you don't mind because all my estimates of time are very
conservative. But I think you can agree once you're past, say, 250 hours into
any project, it's hard to quit.
So let's see where were we. Oh yes. Now I have 255 PSD images all in
place. Could I be finished? Well, not so fast. The more and more I looked at
them, the less and less I liked looking at them. With all due respect for the
character of a well-aged face, I started worrying if anyone would enjoy
looking at this "old guy". I myself love the man like a nifty uncle, but I had to
think of a wider reaction. Then a mutual friend advised "I don't want to look
at all of Leon's liver spots!" and that decided it. I had to start airbrushing his
blemishes.
My first round was relatively conservative. I removed nose and ear hair.
I removed the grossest of spots and the deepest of wrinkles, but generally

speaking I found that I still enjoyed his wrinkles. Yet the more and more I
looked at him, the more and more I decided to rework the images.
Ultimately, as you can see from the final deck of cards, I "cartoonified"
him, the idea being that it is the eyes, eyebrows, mouth and cheek wrinkles
that mostly make up any expression. Everything else is beside the point. Too
much information, if you will. So I tried any number of things most of them
based on various filters in Photoshop. They all looked ghastly (as you can
see of the samples below) and it forced me to smooth out and remove, by
hand, further blemishes and wrinkles in his skin.

Believe it or not, this is where the real work began and to save my sanity
I didn't calculate how many hours more work, but easily another 250 to 500
more hours, figuring at least an hour per picture. I don't mention all these
hours to brag or even as a badge of honor. If it is anything it is a warning that
if you come up with an idea that you believe in, be prepared to follow it
through no matter what.
During this final “makeover", Leon became at least 30 years younger
and it was quite amazing to watch, in no small part due to my own lack of
confidence at any skills in doing this sort of thing. Previously my experience
with image editing was in cleaning out dust and scratches and blemishes out
of antique cartoon imagery, a task that, although often just as arduous, was
mainly a menial task. But when it comes to a human face, a real world object,
then alot more care has to be made. This also probably informed my decision
to turn the face into an abstraction, as it could hide my own mistakes! But
mostly I think it is funnier.

A comedy of errors ensued in these final steps. During the course of the
243 images (I had jettisoned a few as unworkable due to their color or being
out of focus) I would get more daring in editing (such as removing a wrinkle
I originally was leaving; or brightening the whites of the eyes) forgetting that
I had not done such a task at the start. So, there were at least 5 or 6 different
passes through the images - smoothing out just the shoulders, whitening the
eyes, cleaning out the background, etc. And even after that I would discover,
omigod, how did I miss cleaning out the eyes on this? Oh, this one too? And
this? When I was thinking I was nearly finished I made a new decision to
remove all the reflections of the floodlights from his eyes. And this simple
decision required two passes through all the images to assure I had done
them all. You might be saying at this point, "Is this guy a study in
disorganization, or what?" and that is certainly true. But in my defense I
would only say that most of the decisions I had to make were aesthetic and
"on the fly" at that. And the only thing that kept getting me through
performing any one, arduous task was a sort of psychological drive and
determination. Making plans or notes always felt beside the point. But I admit
there was a fair amount of working stupid on this. Better luck next time,
right?
Then when I was sure the project was
going to be completed, I asked the printer for
a quote and discovered the cost was much
more than I had ever wanted it to be. In the
end I had to change the box, reduce the size
a bit, and worse, remove 40 of the cards. In
one fell swoop I threw out what was probably
a few hundred hours of work.

